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. Abstract

Two 10-foot dishes transmit CW signals horizontally in opposite directions from

a central location. A plane reflector reflects each signal back to its respective dish,

whereupon the phase of each returning signal is compared with the phase of the (common)

outgoing signal. The phase fluctuations over each path are recorded digitally, while an

analog record gives the single path fluctuations and the difference between these fluctua-

tions. Typical records are shown in Figures I through VII.

If the reflectors are each 300 meters from the dishes, rapid peak-to-peak dif-

ferentia fluctuations (ev 1 minute) have magnitudes as great as 15° in warm, humid

weather, and these fluctuations are uncorrelated: this is equivalent to a path fluctuation

of 2.3 mm in 600 m. Slow differential fluctuations (>15 minute s) of twice this magnitude

have been observed under similar atmospheric conditions, although really slow differen-

tial fluctuations (> 1 hour) appear to be absent in most cases. Single path fluctuations

> 60
0
 are observed with periods over several hours, suggesting that the large scale at-

mospheric fluctuations are usually well correlated. Rain appears to give short-term

differential fluctuations larger than those without precipitation, even during the night

(when path conditions are usually most stable).

No attempt has been made at this stage statistically to analyze the digital data,

nor have quantitative meteorological measurements been taken. However, we consider

experimental results by other workers insofar as they are relevant to radio astronomical

problems.

II. Basic Considerations

Microwave signals passing through the atmosphere suffer random variations of

path-length, mainly due to the variation of water-vapor in the wave-path. * These

* The variation of path length depends on the distribution of the precipitable water, as
well as on the quantity , although we will not attempt to separate the causes here.
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variations may affect radio astronomical interferometer observations in two ways. In

the first place, source signals arriving at the two antennas of an interferometer may

suffer uncorrelated delays prior to arrival at each dish. Also, local oscillator signals

may experience random phase fluctuations if transmitted by a radio link. Both phe-

nomena will produce a random movement of the interferometer fringes, and our ex-

periment allows us to make some quantitative judgments about overground path fluctua-

tions. Furthermore, Tatarski [I] has performed experiments on intensity (rather than

phase) fluctuations of a beam of light transmitted overground, and has obtained the

spectral distribution of these fluctuations. We will discuss these results briefly later

in this report.

The spectrum of phase fluctuations will be obtained at NRAO when sufficient

data is available to permit a statistical analysis of the phase fluctuation spectrum.

III. Theoretical and Ex erimental Considerations

We wish to study the nature of the fluctuations in electrical path through the

atmosphere. These fluctuations depend on the variations in temperature and absolute

humidity of the atmosphere, although there are two mathematical processes occurring

simultaneously to produce these fluctuations:

(a) Turbulence which may be considered on a statistical model; and

(b) Non-statistical (quasi-systematic) atmospheric processes, such

as radiation losses and frontal movements.

Tatarski has studied the path fluctuations in a turbulent medium and finds that

the structure function

is given by
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Hence the rms path fluctuations are given by
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This is in agreement with the experimental results of Gossard [2], where temperature,

humidity and refractive index measurements were made from aircraft and balloons.

The use of the structure function rather than the correlation function

permits the idea of locally homogeneous and isotropic random fields, without regard to

f(r). This concept is also employed by Booker [3] although that author uses a Gaussian

model of turbulence (in the ionosphere).

We have to consider the upper scale of turbulence — where a gross, quasi-

systematic process causes turbulence to commence — and the lower scale of turbulence

— where sufficient energy is lost to permit laminar flow to commence. Since the lower

scale of turbulence does not exceed a few millimeters in the atmosphere [1, p. 210],

we only concern ourselves with the upper scale, L. The variation of structure lune-°
tion with r is shown in Figure VIII and the rms variation of path difference is shown

(on logarithmic scale) in Figure IX. The transition from turbulence to quasi-systematic

flow is not sudden, but extends over a considerable range of r (shown by the full line).

The system employed by the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colorado [4] is

shown in Figure X. Here the transition is even longer, and is qualitatively predicted

by von Hoerner [5] as shown dotted in Figure IX. This appears to be in agreement with

the experimental results of NBS [4, p. 69].

Considering the uncorrelated path fluctuations for a signal arriving at the two

dishes of an interferometer, the rms apparent angular movement of a source is

r
1/3

-2/3radians, which means that larger angular position fluctuations (fur ) should

occur at shorter spacings due to turbulence alone. Tatarski predicts [1, p. 227] that

the "quivering" of optical source images decreases slowly as the (filled) aperture di-

ameter is increased, although, as he points out, most of the experimental work has

been performed on amplitude fluctuations of sources, rather than on phase (direction)

fluctuations. An interesting aspect of Tatarski' s experimental intensity fluctuation

spectra [1, pp. 248-9] is the considerably reduced amplitude of fluctuations < 20 cis

in winter (compared with summer), suggesting less large scale turbulons. Unfortunately,



Tatarski did not observe below 2 c/s. Caution should be used in comparing optical and

microwave results, however, since it is suggested [6] that optical fluctuations are

primarily a high altitude temperature effect. Megaw [7] [1-1:] studied direction- and in-

tensity-fluctuations at both radiO and optical Wavelength§.

It is important to determine the upper scale of turbulence, L. Tatarsld and

Gossard independently found Lo
c--2 100 m [1, p. 2661*. In high resolution radio

astronomy we are concerned with fluctuations in paths separated by distances > L.

Hence we must now consider quasi-systematic atmospheric fluctuations, which means

that path fluctuations to the two (or more) dishes of a high resolution instrument must

be considered empirically. Site meteorological conditions (especially the total atmos-

pheric water content) will tend to dictate an approximate resolution limit for a high-

resolution instrument. Furthermore, as with turbulence, we are especially interested

in the lower layers of the atmosphere. Barton [8} has evaluated the NBS data, and

computes atmospheric path fluctuations for a 2200-meter baseline (10 arc second fringes

at X = 11 cm) which produce out-and-return rms position errors between 1. 5 and 4 arc

seconds over 1000 seconds. This gives one-way fringe fluctuations < 2 arc seconds,

and greater for shorter integration times. For a 1100-meter baseline the fluctuations

are a little more (< 2.5 arc seconds) than for 2200-meters. This appears to indicate

that random fringe fluctuations approach an asymptotic limit not much smaller than

2 arc seconds, and hence percentage fringe fluctuations will increase rapidly below

10 arc seconds.

Drake [9] determined the positions of various radio sources using the NRAO

85-foot telescope at A = 3.75 cm. He claims an overall rms error of about 3 arc

seconds, including a maximum position-reading accuracy of < 2 arc seconds. Results

for Cygnus A are shown in Figure XI, and the resultant errors will certainly be < 5

arc seconds. Drake [10] states that the receiver accounts for at least 3 arc seconds

of this error, so rms single-beam errors due to atmospheric fluctuation appear to be

* According to Tatarski, we are unable to determine the "upper scale of turbulence".
What we find is the order of the maximum correlation distance.



A, 1 arc second. However, there has been some difficulty in assessing the experimental

errors of the system.

IV. The Differer_ surin S stem

The system is shown in the block schematic diagram (Figure XII). A klystron

is monitored by a crystal oscillator at 5. 6 kMc, and transmits a signal from two 10-

foot antennas facing in opposite directions. The signals are reflected back to the an-

tennas by two plane reflectors, 8-foot square. The arrangement is shown in Figure

XCII, together with possible reflector locations. Three out-and-return path distances

are available: 200 m, 600 m, and 1000 m. The geographical situation is shown in

Figure XIV. A 1000 cis sawtooth waveform is generated (in a special oscillator de-

veloped at NRAO) and applied to the helix of a traveling wave tube amplifier. Since a

TWT is phase modulated by varying the helix voltage, correct choice of sawtooth ampli-

tude permits 360° of phase change for each sawtooth cycle. If the sawtooth fly-back

time is very short, the microwave signal experiences a uniform frequency change equal

to the sawtooth frequency.

Part of the oscillator signal is passed through the sawtooth-modulated TWT

and the output of the TWT is mixed with the returned microwave signal from each path.

The output from each mixer is passed through a 1000 cis filter so that the filter outputs

are 1000 cis sine waves containing the information on the phase fluctuations. Since the

sawtooth waveform is the 1000 cis reference, it is filtered until only a 1000 c/s sine

wave remains. The sine wave from each path is then compared with the reference

(filtered sa.wtooth). The returned signal is isolated from the outgoing signal by a 50 db

isolator, specially selected for the purpose.

In the original apparatus, designed by M. Vinokur for determining phase fluctua-

tions along a single path, the comparison of the phases of received and transmitted

signals was obtained in an Ad-Yu meter. The output of this meter was a voltage pro-

portional to phase difference. In the two path equipment described here, the sine

waves are converted to square waves in "zero-crossover" detectors built at NRAO. The



leading edges of these square waves are coincident with the zero crossover of the sine

waves to within 0.3° for sine wave amplitudes between 2 volts and 15 volts. The lead-

ing edge of the reference is used to open a gate, and allows a train of 1 Mc pulses to

pass to a counter until the leading edge of one of the returned-signal square waves (we

call them "East" and "West") closes the gate. Hence direct counting of the pulses

would give one thousand pulses for a 360
0
 phase difference. Trains of East and West

pulses are summed alternately in the countergrelirhulaliaYieg. second or eight seconds,

may be pre-selected. Phase shifters permit convenient phase reference levels to

be selected. In order to simplify digital logic the output of the counter is divided down

so that 1000 pulses represent 180
0
 of phase change. Hence only three decimal digits are

required for each observation of phase

Since East and West phases are recorded alternately, a digital marker is gen-

erated for each reading, which indicates whether the path being considered is East or

West. Hence, together with the end-of-line marker, five characters are punched out

every half second or every 8 seconds. This is well within the capability of the NRAO

scanner and the Friden. punch.

One further feature of the system is the analog record. The output of the counter

is alternately passed to the "East buffer" and the 'West buffer' where digital-to-analog

converters turn the pulses into a DC voltage proportional to the count stored in either

buffer. The voltage from each d-to-a unit is recorded on a Sanborn 4-channel recorder,

together with the difference between the voltages. Hence we have a digital record of

East and West phases, relative to some arbitrary reference phase, and an analog

record of East, West and Difference phases. Typical analog records are shown in

Figures I through VII.

Interesting aspects of the equipment described are:

(1) The reliability of the Computer Control Company logic

cards, used for all digital circuits;

(2) The use of the phase modulated TWT, and its consider-

able temperature dependence;

(3) The necessity for consthnt VSIATR checks and a very

stable oscillator frequency; and



(4) The extreme care required in aligning antennas and

V. Exjrimentai Res-alts

Results to date have been for path distances of 600 meters, although 200 meters

were initially used to calibrate the equipment. Digital records have been obtained,

although sufficient data is not yet available to make a spectral analysis of phase fluctua-

tions. For the time being we can only make quantitative judgments from the analog

records (Figures From these records we see:

(1) Since difference fluctuations will give the uncorrelated

fluctuations in each path, short-term (turbulent) fluctua-

tions are the main feature of the difference record; long-

term (quasi-systematic) fluctuations appear fairly well

correlated.

(2) Short-term I minute) peak-to-peak fluctuations as

great as 15° are observed in warm, humid weather.

This is equivalent to a maximum path fluctuation of 2.3

mm in 600 m.

(3) Short-term fluctuations appeal to be uncorrelated,

although fluctuations > 15 minutes are sometimes un-

correlated also.

(4) The only large slow fluctuation of the difference record

(",several hours) occured at the end of a spell of low

humidity weather (Figure VI). This does not appear to be

an instrumental effect. There was little or no wind during

the night, although the West side is more protected than

the East side. The large rapid East fluctuations during

the night are also extraordinary.



(5) Extremely large correlated and uncorrelated phase

fluctuations (-v40°) occur with the advent of rain.

(6) Long- and short-term phase fluctuations are very

much smaller during the night than during the day

(with the exception of the East record on Figure VI).

VI. Conclusions

Since insufficient information is available at the moment a detailed spectral

analysis is not yet possible. However, indicative results may contribute something

to an understanding of atmospheric behavior at microwave frequencies.
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